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        The site pollenity.com uses "cookies" - do you agree: AcceptRejectSettingsPolicy
Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					The website adopt.pollenity.com uses cookies to improve your user experience as you navigate through it. Cookies, which are categorized according to needs, are stored in your browser because they are essential for the operation of the main functionalities of the website.



We also use third-party cookies from the instruments (Google, Google Analytics, Google Search Console, YouTube, Google Maps, Google reCAPTCHA, Google Fonts, Google Ads, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) to help us analyze, advertise and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. However, opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your user experience on the website.



Details about cookies and a detailed list of those used by the adopt.pollenity.com website can be found in our Cookie Policy.
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									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	(necessary) cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
| Purpose: This cookie is strictly necessary. This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
	(necessary) cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
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| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
	(necessary) cookielawinfo-checkbox-non-necessary	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
| Purpose: This cookie is strictly necessary. This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies are used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Non-Necessary".
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
	(necessary) cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
| Purpose: This cookie is strictly necessary. This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Others".
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
	(necessary) cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
| Purpose: This cookie is strictly necessary. This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
	(necessary) PHPSESSID	Session	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary / persistent
| Purpose: The main purpose of this cookie is: Functional. PHP session cookie associated with embedded content from this domain.
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: Session
	(necessary) viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	Cookie Type: First-Party
| Sensitivity / Type: necessary
| Purpose: This cookie is strictly necessary. The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not the user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 11 months
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	(non-necessary) _gat_gtag_UA_217397179_1	1 minute	Cookie Type: Third-Party - Google
| Sensitivity / Type: non-necessary / persistent
| Purpose: The main purpose of this cookie is: Targeting / Advertising. This search has identified a match with a recognised pattern type cookie: _gat_gtag_UA_217397179_1. The results below are based on data aggregated from all known incidences of this pattern.
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 1 minute
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	(non-necessary) _fbp	3 months	Cookie Type: Third-Party - Facebook
| Sensitivity / Type: non-necessary
| Purpose: The main purpose of this cookie is: Targeting/Advertising. This cookie is used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real-time bidding from third-party advertisers.
| Domain: adopt.pollenity.com
| Cookie Duration: 3 months
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									Personal information that is stored through "cookies" can only be used to perform certain operations for the user. All cookies that are not necessary for the operation of the website are used only for the collection of user data, exclusively and for internal analysis and advertising on the website adopt.pollenity.com. Bee Smart Technologies AD does not provide this information on its own initiative to third parties other than those specified in our Privacy Policy.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	(non-necessary) _ga	2 years	Cookie Type: Third-Party - Google
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| Purpose: The main purpose of this cookie is: Performance. This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports. By default, it is set to expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners.
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